
Powerful Security Technology 
for Association Residents.



Silent Protect Residential is a powerful security technology built on the same 
platform as Shield Group’s Silent Protect law enforcement technology and was 
designed and built-in coordination with major law enforcement agencies.

It gives Association residents world-class security technology that enables 
them to alert Association security 24/7 and provide security with the 
information they need to come to their aid quickly and effectively – protecting 
both resident’s safety and property.

Powerful Technology that Helps Secure 
the Safety & Property of Association 
Residents
.



Silent Protect provides a direct, silent, two-way communications link between 
residents and their Association security provider--- providing security 
personnel with a wealth of vital information about the resident’s threat or 
concern.

The silent alert feature enables the resident to silently alert security when 
calling and speaking could accelerate an already threatening situation.  

Instant, GEO-Tagged, Silent Alert, 
Communication and Information to 
Association Security.



When the Silent Protect Residential security panic button is pressed,
the precise GPS location of the resident is transmitted to Association
security.

Indoors or outside, 24 hours-a-day anywhere in the community,
residents under threat or needing help are instantly linked with
security.

The GPS location of the resident stops transmitting after the threat
is over and does not ever activate unless the panic button is pushed.

Touch One Button and Association 
Security Knows Exactly Where Help 
is Needed



When the panic button is pushed, activation of the
mobile device's microphone is triggered. This allows
Association security to hear what is happening while
they are in route to the resident.

The smartphone's speaker, however, is not activated
as Association security listens. By doing this
Association security can better prepare while in route
to the resident. Any 3rd party who is posing a threat
remains unaware that help is on the way and that a
communication line is open to Association security.

Association Security Can 
Silently Listen to What is 
Happening When They 
Cannot Safely Talk



Live stream or recorded video by a resident to Association
security can easily be enabled with the touch of a button.
It is silently delivered to Association security without the
knowledge of those posing the threat.

Residents Have the Option 
to Send Live Video or 
Record Video of Threats



When a resident cannot safely speak to Association security, they have the 

option to initiate silent 2-way chat. This feature operates silently using 

vibration for incoming texts from Association security to avoid compromising 

the user’s silent communication with Association security.

Silent 2-Way Chat with Association 
Security



In the event of an Association-wide threat to the community, 

Silent Protect Residential provides Association security and 

property management with the ability to instantly and silently 

broadcast alert messages, information and instructions to all

residents, employees and others in the community.

Capability to Broadcast Security 
Messages to All Residents



Silent Protect Residential offers both back-up and front-line monitoring of all 

incoming resident messages received. This feature is optional and as needed.

If Silent Protect monitoring services are utilized, it can be used either 24/7/365 

or easily customized to your locations’ specific requirements. 

Optional Response Monitoring 
Services Available



Secure registration to use the 
Association’s Silent Protect 
Residential technology is quick 
and easy with self-filling fields 
and the ability to easily make 
corrections.

Registration is 
Quick and Easy



After registration, the user 
signs-in and they’re all set to
begin using world-class 
residential technology 
protection.

Sign In One-Time
After Registration

RESIDENTIAL

RESIDENTIAL



Tap the Silent Protect Residential 
security panic button from anywhere 
in the community and your GPS 
location is sent  to Association 
security. 

GPS locations are never activated 
unless the panic button is pressed. 

Panic Button Transmits
User’s GPS Location



Because speaking out loud 
about a threat isn’t always 
safe,  pushing the panic button 
activates the smart phone 
microphone. This allows 
Association security to hear 
what is happening while they 
are in route to the resident. 

The speaker is not activated so 
the person who is posing the 
threat never knows that 
security is either on the way or 
can hear what is happening.

When It’s Isn’t 
Safe to Talk.



The user can either 
livestream or send 
recorded video to 
Association security with 
the touch of a button. It is 
silently delivered to 
Association security 
without the knowledge of 
those posing the threat. 

Livestream in real 
Time or send video 
recordings.



When every resident of the 
community needs to know 
about a threat, everyone can 
be instantly sent information 
& instructions to their smart 
phones.

The message can include 
photos, videos or plain text.  

Broadcast Messages
to Every Resident at 
the Same Time.



All incoming alerts trigger a 
continuous audible alert at 
security HQ. 

Incoming Alert
Calls



Security can chat with the person 
in distress, silently listen to 
unfolding events, hear the other 
side and see the precise GPS 
location of the resident’s 
location. 

Details of incoming
Resident Alert


